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Connecting the dots
The UK population is growing and so is the number of
properties being built to accommodate them. Logistics
connects the dots when it comes to getting goods
to consumers, but are warehouses being prioritised
or overlooked? Our round table, sponsored by db
symmetry, looks at the impact of UK trends on the
logistics property market.

T

he Government has plans to build
300,000 new homes in England
this year and every of those home
owners will need a job, groceries,
clothing and other consumer
products. It has been estimated that to
meet this demand would require and an
additional 21 million sq ft of warehouse
every year. So how can the threat of a
warehouse shortage be remedied?
“Those homes will generate further
demand,” said db symmetry director
Christian Matthews. “The equation is that
there is 69 sq ft per new home required in
terms of new logistics space.” Whether this
demand is met or not is in part down to the
planning system, he adds. Total take up
last year was around 31 million sq ft and in
2017 it was just shy of 30 million sq ft.
‘Logistics is the glue that binds every
aspect of UK Plc together and if we want a
successful economy then Central
Government needs to recognise this and
reflect this in it’s policies that will then
filter down to local government and their
planning departments’.
Simon Milner of CBRE pointed out that
there is currently 7.85 million sq ft under
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construction in addition to all the space
provided by existing buildings. However,
responding to the initial question of
whether there will be enough logistics
space to meet the demands Milner said: “If
we’re going to follow last year and if the UK
is soaking up 30 million sq ft of logistics
space every year, the short answer is
probably no.
“I think the real issue for the UK is land
supply,” he continued. “The bigger issue is
that these 300,000 new homes, particularly
in the South East, particularly in Greater
London, are taking away from our
industrial land. And I don’t think there is
enough activity being done by us or our
industry to stop this.”
Another problem is that the types of
buildings that are required by logistics
occupiers are increasingly specialist. The
logistics industry is becoming more
specialist – right the across the supply
chain: last mile, sortation centres,
fulfilment centres, all differently designed
and required for different purposes,
explained Milner. “It would be very
dangerous for us to just say, well the simple
thing let’s stick up another 100,000 million
sq ft and we’ll sort it all out because I don’t
think that is going to answer the problem,”
he said.
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Peter Frampton of Framptons Town
Planning believes that “many planning
authorities, planning officers and member
do not understand the logistics industry.
They do not understand the interface
between logistics and household growth.
They don’t even understand the linkage of
logistics to manufacturing and the need
for just in time and so we’re going to need,
in this country, guidance from
government to planning authorities to
really get them to focus on the logistics
industry, both in terms of electronic
retailing, the needs of industry and an
important topic - climate change.”
And this is not a new issue. For
Frampton, the lack of understanding when
it comes to planning goes back a long way
back. Planning needs updating in the way
it deals with logistics, he said.
“And until you get that, you won’t get
planning authorities providing the land
because when they produce their
development plans, they have to have
regard to national guidance. If the
guidance isn’t there, telling them the
significance of logistics in provision and
relationship between housing,” Frampton
continued, “you won’t find the plan
providing that, it will just provide
employment land which may not meet the
needs or evolving needs of both the
requirements of consumers and the
requirement from logistics providers.”
But it is not all doom and gloom.
Christian Matthews pointed out that we
are starting to see planning authorities
acknowledge and understand that “they
need to have employment allocations
that are in sync with the residential
allocations and that those employment
allocations need to have an element that
is logistics focused.”
There is a misunderstanding around
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what logistics warehouses are like
compared to the reality and broad
spectrum of jobs that make up that sector.
Andrew Dickman, db symmetry director,
pointed out that as buildings get bigger so
do offices. “As these building get bigger,” he
said, “ten per cent office content of a
500,000 sq ft shed is 50,000 sq ft of offices.
It’s a significant office letting in any part of
the country. And that constant trending of
larger building, larger auxiliary services
and larger office contracts is making the
job creation significantly different.”

E-commerce
Logistics is holding together the supply
chain, supporting e-commerce,
construction and manufacturing. On this
note, Martin Chapman, commercial
operations manager of speciality
chemicals company Croda, highlighted the
fact that manufacturing, in particular,
needs to be supported, and to remain
competitive companies need access to a
good supply chain. For example, he
explained that various products coming
from all over the world need to come
through Croda’s building at Snaith in the
East Riding of Yorkshire.
Currently they are full at their existing
property and looking to move. But the
move is governed by warehouse
availability and the surrounding area, and
how easily logistics providers can reach
them. “It’s absolutely crucial that they
understand that if you don’t have the
warehousing and the supply chain
infrastructure then you’ll have even less
manufacturing,” stated Chapman.
The popularity of e-commerce is
growing, and consumer demands are
changing, which is having knock on effect
on how warehouse sites are being used by
e-commerce companies. Bis Henderson
chief executive Andy Kaye noted that over
the last 10 – 15 years there’s been a
dramatic shift in what logistics buildings
are actually being used for.
Back in the eighties and nineties it was
all about storing stock but with the growth
of the internet in the last 15 years there has
been a shift and now “something like 10-15
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per cent of your total sales in the UK are
online and that’s growing,” said Kaye.
“What that’s effectively done is create a
completely new supply chain model.”
He explained that, within e-commerce,
products are inevitably being cross-docked
in warehouses. When ordering online, the
product is not stored in the warehouse but
comes from the manufacturer. “So, what
those sites have become is effectively
automated fulfilment centres,” said Kaye.
“And those fulfilment centres are using
technology, and automation and robotics.”
What Kaye has found is that customers
are now saying they don’t want working
capital tied up in stock. Customers do not
want stock sitting in warehouses, what
they want is a fulfilment centre that is
going to allow them to service their
customer just in time. “What that
effectively means,” he said, “is that there is
almost a repurposing going on.”
Many of the sites that were developed in
the seventies, eighties, and nineties, are no
longer fit for purpose and do need
redeveloping. And properties do not
necessarily be brand new when being
leased to customers. CBRE executive
director Simon Milner said: “These
buildings, in planning terms, need to be
redefined,” he said. “A last mile building is
different from a sortation centre which is
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different from a fulfilment centre,” and
they all do different things.
Milner believes that planning is an issue
when it comes to this. He pointed out that
in his experience redundant warehouses
are being turned into flats. “And that’s
something we should be defending
against because that’s the biggest loss.
Particularly in an urban area like Greater
London… 2,000 acres have gone around
Greater London in the past five or six
years,” he added.
There’s an inflexibility in the system
because there is a presumption that when
something is for a certain use, it must stay
with that use, said Andrew Dickman. He
gave an example of zones set for
employment use but are yet to be
developed because they are in the wrong
place, shape or size. “What we’re seeing is a
loss of employment land, logistics land,” he
said,” because we are not back-filling it
with new allocations in better locations.”
And this is down to authorities prioritising
residential space.
Wincanton group property director Ian
Henderson highlighted the use of space,
pointing out that all customer
requirements are different. “There is not
one common theme among those
requirements,” he stated. He explained that
there is a two-tier market with retailers
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and 3PLs. The retail market, which will fit
out the warehouse and take out 10-15-year
contracts, while the 3PL market which have
contracts for 3-4 years and will take out
back-to-back leases to fit those contracts.
Property providers need to be able to
adapt these requirements quickly, provide
flexibility and get the most out of the
available space, said Henderson.

Robotics and automation
Another factor governing the length of a
warehouse lease is the increase of
automation in buildings. Matthews
pointed out that automation requires
capital expenditure and to make the
money back on that you need at least ten
years, and this is often at odds with the
contract length that most manufactures
will grant, going against the 3-4-year
contract turn over.
Ian Henderson focused on the
importance of getting the absolute most
use out of the given space and issues of
labour.
It is no secret that big sheds require
labour, and especially when automation is
thrown into the mix, the right labour is
needed. “There’s two sides to the
employment in an automated warehouse,”
said Steve Purvis, Bis Henderson
operations director for space. There are
pickers and then there are maintenances
engineers, which are harder to recruit,
especially in the South East, he said.
3PLs are also getting involved in
automation and often they do it on a
shared user basis due to shorter contract
lengths. Purvis gave an example of a
specialist frozen warehouse: due to the
specialist nature of a frozen warehouse
their model is to aim for an “anchored
customer” who will go with them for a
longer period of time, like 10 years, and
bring in other business around that.
The benefit of shared user space is the
collaborative nature which ensures that
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maximum space is being use. Purvis
pointed out that this has this has changed
after 15 years and has gained a lot of
momentum since. This can be attributed
to the internet, which has created
opportunities for businesses to enter the
market, noted Andy Kaye, such as ASOS
and Boohoo which have grown into
multibillion-pound organisations. And
these businesses require short, flexible
contracts to accommodate growth.
Likewise, there are also
business that may not
succeed, and they too
want that flexibility.
Automation can in
fact mean longevity
for a contract/lease,
because it requires
significant time
scales for the
design, order,
manufacturing of the
equipment it then
needs to be fitted and
tested, said Matthews,
which overall typically is
circa two years. Likewise, Tritax
partner Petrina Austin pointed out that
automation equipment is so specialist
that it is hard to find a system that would
suit all fashion retailers or all food
retailers but taking it down and taking it
to a different building is a waste of time.
This actually endorses the “sticky tenant”
concept and reinforces the idea that the
customer is more likely to be there for over
10 years. “We should continue to grow
that relationship,” she said.
But once they have their kitted out
automated warehouse, companies are
often left tackling issues of skills shortage
when it comes to operating and
maintaining the systems. “Once you’ve
installed the kit, you need to maintain it,”
said Kaye. He highlighted Boohoo’s
170,000 sq ft extension of an automated
warehouse in Burnley that requires 40
maintenance engineers.
“That hits the nail on the head in terms
of the calibre and nature of employment in
modern logistics and that’s the bit that
planning authorities typically do not,,
understand,” agreed Matthews.
Nigel Harris, senior asset manager,
group property at John Lewis, said that
Milton Keynes is a constant challenge for
John Lewis in terms of labour, especially at
peak times such as Black Friday. “70 per
cent of staff partners at Milton Keynes are
permanent partners, 30 per cent are
agency and that flips round when we get to
the Black Fridays and peaks. We continue
to have labour problems, particularly
getting the right labour,” he said.
Kaye noted that issues of labour aren’t
only a worker problem but also extends to
include those who are driving the delivery

vehicles during the peak period. And this is
then governing where big sheds are being
built and often sites are being turned down
because of labour.
“Labour is absolutely paramount,” stated
CBRE’s Milner. “Even if automation takes
off and some of the picking jobs go, you’re
still going to need 2-3,000 people easily in a
large scale facility.”
Staff retention is a big issue agreed
Austin. She said that in recent years,
Tritax has seen a lot more
amenities being built
around sites and creating
whole communities
within buildings that
are a million sq ft.
Often they will
feature up graded
cafeterias, table
tennis, training
courses, and
sometimes even a
barber or beautician
that offers half price
services. And this is all to
keep staff from moving
elsewhere. “It’s clear, a lot of people
are doing a lot of active work where they’re
recruiting and how they are trying to
retain that staff,” concluded Austin.
Another issue tends surface from the
educational system, according to Kaye.
More people are going to university and
“what it’s effectively doing is creating an
expectation across a generation around
what they can expect when they come out
of university,” said Kaye, pointing out that
they don’t see themselves going into
distribution and warehousing.
There are initiatives, such as industry
funded courses, to get young people into
logistics and warehousing, but what Kaye
highlighted as the biggest problem is that
young people are not applying despite the
promise of high financial prospects.
This could be down to a lack of
awareness around the benefit of a career in
logistics, he said.
Andrew Dickman suggested that
teachers need to be involved and educated
on this, bringing them into warehouses
and offices explaining: “This is how it
works, this is the skill set your students
need to have, go back and explain to them
the fact that engineering doesn’t mean
you’ve got oil under your nails… that it’s
not two lads throwing sacks in the back of
a dingy warehouse. It’s actually people
doing high tech jobs across the whole
career structure.”
Chapman agreed, saying that logistics is
one of the worst supported sectors in terms
of training.
And Kaye said: “We need to attract far
more people and to do that we need to
draw more funding down to allow us to
train those people.”

unrivalledbreadth
Together, db symmetry and Tritax Big Box REIT plc have an unmatched portfolio of land and
buildings, allowing us to provide flexible solutions to meet our customers’ needs. That means,
if your space requirements change, we can offer alternative solutions.
With the UK’s largest land bank of 3,100 acres capable of accommodating over 9.2m sq ft of B8
logistics space, with further planning consent being sought for a massive 36.6m sq ft, and a
speculative build programme providing buildings from 41,000 sq ft to 333,000 sq ft, we should
have the logistics property solution for you.
For more information, visit dbsymmetry.com

